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Abstract. Forest gap models, initially conceived in 1969 as a special case of individual-tree based
models, have become widely popular among forest ecologists for addressing a large number of
applied research questions, including the impacts of global change on long-term dynamics of forest
structure, biomass, and composition. However, they have been strongly criticized for a number of
weaknesses inherent in the original model structure. In this paper, I review the fundamental assump-
tions underlying forest gap models, the structure of the parent model JABOWA, and examine these
criticisms in the context of the many alternative formulations that have been developed over the past
30 years.

Four assumptions originally underlie gap models: (1) The forest is abstracted as a composite of
many small patches of land, where each can have a different age and successional stage; (2) patches
are horizontally homogeneous, i.e., tree position within a patch is not considered; (3) the leaves of
each tree are located in an indefinitely thin layer (disk) at the top of the stem; and (4) successional
processes are described on each patch separately, i.e., there are no interactions between patches.
These simplifications made it possible to consider mixed-species, mixed-age forests, which had been
difficult previously mainly because of computing limitations.

The structure of JABOWA is analysed in terms of the functional relationships used for formulat-
ing the processes of tree establishment, growth, and mortality. It is concluded that JABOWA contains
a number of unrealistic assumptions that have not been questioned strongly to date. At the same time,
some aspects of JABOWA that were criticized strongly in the past years are internally consistent
given the objectives of this specific model.

A wide variety of formulations for growth processes, establishment, and mortality factors have
been developed in gap models over the past 30 years, and modern gap models include more robust
parameterizations of environmental influences on tree growth and population dynamics as compared
to JABOWA. Approaches taken in more recent models that led to the relaxation of one or several of
the four basic assumptions are discussed. It is found that the original assumptions often have been
replaced by alternatives; however, no systematic analysis of the behavioral effects of these conceptual
changes has been attempted to date.

The feasibility of including more physiological detail (instead of using relatively simple parame-
terizations) in forest gap models is discussed, and it is concluded that we often lack the data base
to implement such approaches for more than a few commercially important tree species. Hence, it
is important to find a compromise between using simplistic parameterizations and expanding gap
models with physiology-based functions and parameters that are difficult to estimate. While the
modeling of tree growth has received a lot of attention over the past years, much less effort has been
spent on improving the formulations of tree establishment and mortality, although these processes are
likely to be just as sensitive to global change as tree growth itself. Finally, model validation issues are
discussed, and it is found that there is no single data source that can reliably be used for evaluating the
behavior of forest gap models; instead, I propose a combination of sensitivity analyses, qualitative
examinations of process formulations, and quantitative tests of gap models or selected submodels
against various kinds of empirical data to evaluate the usefulness of these models for assessing their
utility for predicting the impacts of global change on long-term forest dynamics.
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1. Introduction

‘The complexity of a forest ecosystem makes difficult any attempt to syn-
thesize knowledge about forest dynamics or to perceive the implications of
information and assumptions regarding forest growth.’

(D. B. Botkin et al., 1972, J. Ecol. 60, 849).

The description, understanding and prediction of the long-term dynamics of forest
ecosystems has fascinated ecologists for a long time (cf. Clements, 1916; Watt,
1925; Gleason, 1926; Tansley, 1936; Whittaker, 1953). In spite of this, quantitative
theories of forest dynamics are difficult to construct because of an inadequate data-
base on long-term processes, their environmental influences, associated feedback
mechanisms, and the lack of tools to synthesize the available knowledge. Only in
the late 1960s and early 1970s with the advent of digital computer technology, were
researchers able to construct and numerically explore fairly complex mathematical
models. Among these were fully three-dimensional, individual-based tree models
(e.g., Newnham, 1964). At the 1969 annual meeting of the Ecological Society of
America (ESA), Siccama et al. (1969) presented a simplified computer-based ap-
proach for studying successional processes in a small watershed in New England.
The development of this model was pioneered by Daniel Botkin and was techni-
cally supported through a collaboration with the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research
Center in Yorktown Heights, NY (Botkin et al., 1970, 1972a). The first ecological
application of the model (Botkin et al., 1972b) was to become one of the citation
classics in forest succession modeling.

In models of this type, the establishment, growth and mortality of individual
trees on small patches of land are simulated as a function of biotic (competition)
and abiotic factors (climate and soils). The mortality of a large, dominating tree
produces a gap in the forest, which leads to the release of suppressed trees and
increased tree recruitment rates, both of which drive succession; thus the name
‘gap’ models. The work of Botkin et al. (1972b) provided the basis for of a vast
array of forest gap models that were developed for different forests worldwide (cf.
Shugart and Smith, 1996), and the concept also proved successful for grasslands
(e.g., Coffin and Lauenroth, 1990), alpine tundra (e.g., Humphries et al., 1996), and
savannas (e.g., Gignoux et al., 1995).

In spite of these apparent successes, the basic problem of forest complexity
encapsulated in the quote from Botkin (see above) remains a major challenge to
ecologists involved in formalizing our knowledge on successional processes, or
making projections of long-term forest dynamics. Ecologists seek to understand
and predict natural phenomena and processes, and therefore it is obvious that a
purely statistical approach to modeling forest succession is inappropriate. At the
same time, it is impossible to scale up the behavior of ecosystems from knowledge
of, for example, plant physiology alone. Hence, any useful model of long-term
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forest dynamics must employ a combination of ‘statistical’ and ‘mechanistic’ ap-
proaches, and there is considerable room for the debate regarding what level of
detail should be sought for the formulation of a specific process (cf. Bonan and
Sirois, 1992; Pacala and Hurtt, 1993; Bonan, 1993; Bugmann and Martin, 1995;
Fischlin et al., 1995; Loehle and LeBlanc, 1996; Schenk, 1996).

Gap models have been the subject of a number of reviews over the past 15 years
(e.g., Shugart and West, 1980; Shugart, 1984, 1998; Dale et al., 1985; Urban and
Shugart, 1992; Liu and Ashton, 1995; Shugart and Smith, 1996; Bugmann et al.,
1996). These reviews have focused on the breadth of models that have been de-
veloped, model evaluation techniques, and their applications. The present review
has two objectives: (1) to provide an overview of the fundamental ecological ab-
stractions that form the nucleus of gap models, and (2) to evaluate the formulations
that have been used in these models with respect to the question of how much
physiological detail is necessary for simulating the long-term impacts of global
change on vegetation.

First, I describe the classic JABOWA model because it is a relatively simple
model whose structure is easy to understand, and because many of its formulations
continue to be used in current gap models. Next, I describe changes in the basic
assumptions that have been made in subsequent models, and variations in the for-
mulation of the three fundamental processes of tree growth, tree establishment, and
tree mortality. More detailed considerations regarding selected key processes in the
models can be found in Norby et al. (2001), Wullschleger et al. (2001), Price et al.
(2001) and Keane et al. (2001).

2. The Origin of the Models: JABOWA

The JABOWA model (Botkin et al., 1972b; acronym derived from the last names
of the developers, Janak, Botkin, Wallis) was developed as a contribution to the
Hubbard Brook Ecosystem study in New England, U.S.A. (cf. Bormann et al.,
1970). As such, it served to study succession in a fairly small geographical area
under the current environmental conditions.

2.1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The developers of JABOWA made a number of keys that allowed them to formalize
tree growth, tree establishment, and tree mortality in a relatively simple fashion
(Figure 1):

1. The forest stand is abstracted as a composite of many small patches of land,
where each can have a different age and successional stage. The size of the
patch is chosen so that a large individual organism can dominate the entire
patch; in the case of trees, patch size thus is on the order of 100–1000 m2.
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The spatial discretization of nature into small patches of land is supported by
numerous empirical studies which suggest that ‘patch dynamics’ (cf. Pickett and
White, 1985) underlie the successional dynamics of many communities dominated
by sessile organisms. In the case of forests, the concept has proved valid in many
different forest types, including tropical forests (Aubréville, 1938), European beech
forests (Watt, 1925; Lemée, 1987), mixed forests and pine forests of Poland (Szwa-
grzyk, 1992; Andrzejczyk and Brzeziecki, 1995), forests of the Great Lakes region
of the U.S. (Frelich and Lorimer, 1991), the southern Appalachian mountains (Bus-
ing, 1998) as well as coniferous forests of the Pacific Northwest of North America
(Lertzman and Krebs, 1991; Lertzman et al., 1996).

2. Patches are horizontally homogeneous, i.e., tree position within a patch is not
considered. A consequence of this assumption is that all tree crowns extend
horizontally across the entire patch.

The assumption of horizontal homogeneity undoubtedly introduces a bias in the
competitive relationships, particularly for small trees that do not usually interact
fully with each other. However, the assumption is less restrictive than it appears:
(1) in open patches, i.e., in the absence of large canopy dominants, there are usually
many small trees so that the exact position of a small individual is not of prime
concern and the ‘smearing out’ of an individual’s crown across the whole patch has
no strong effect; (2) on patches dominated by one or several large trees, the major
influence on small trees is from the canopy dominants, and not from each other, so
that it is again not crucial how their relative spatial arrangement is treated; and (3)
with increasing tree size, the assumption becomes less and less critical because a
tree’s crown projection area converges towards patch size.

3. The leaves of each tree are located in an indefinitely thin layer (disk) at the top
of the stem.

Schulze et al. (1977) found that in a Picea excelsa forest, more than 70% of the
annual CO2 uptake was attributable to the needles exposed to direct sunlight at the
top of the crown, which supports this assumption. However, while it drastically
reduces the effort required to calculate shading and thus competition, it introduces
a significant bias because it sharply increases the asymmetry of competition. For
example, two trees that are 25 m and 25.01 m tall will, in reality, compete strongly
for light and other resources, whereas in the JABOWA context, taller trees are not
shaded at all by smaller ones. As discussed below, this assumption seems especially
critical at higher latitudes where sun angles are low.

4. Successional processes can be described on each of those patches separately,
i.e., there are no interactions between patches, and the forest is a mosaic of
independent patches.

In an era of limited computer resources, this assumption was essential because
individual patches could be simulated sequentially. In reality, there are multi-
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Figure 1. The concept of forest gap models is usually depicted as shown in (a), which masks the fact
that the vertical canopy structure is much simplified in JABOWA and many successor models, and
that horizontal tree position is neglected altogether (b).

ple relationships between adjacent patches, including shading, flow of water and
nutrients, dispersal dynamics, etc. The ZELIG family of gap models (cf. Urban
et al., 1991) was the first to introduce a parallel treatment of the patches with
nearest-neighbor interactions (cf. Section 3).

The above four basic assumptions underlying JABOWA resulted in a geom-
etry of the forest stand that was much simplified relative to distance-dependent
approaches from forest growth modeling (e.g., Munro, 1974). However, this sim-
plification was necessary to provide an efficient framework for including the
complexity of mixed-age, mixed species stands, which are not usually considered
in forest growth models. Unfortunately, it is currently unknown whether the bias
that is introduced through these assumptions is small enough to go unnoticed in the
model behavior, or whether other parts of the model implicitly compensate for this
bias.

Additional basic features of JABOWA include the following: (5) the establish-
ment, growth, and mortality of each individual tree is considered, i.e., the entity
being modeled is the individual; (6) the model considers the tree composition
and size structure of the forest, but it does not deal with forest functions such
as biogeochemical cycling of carbon and nitrogen, or the flows of water through
the ecosystem; and (7) the competition between trees and other life forms such as
shrubs, herbs, or grasses is ignored. Deviations in subsequent models from these
basic features will be discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 2. The JABOWA equation of maximum tree growth plotted for a tree with Hmax = 40 m,
Dmax = 285 cm, and G = 143 cm/yr.

2.2. GROWTH SUBMODEL

In JABOWA, diameter at breast height of the trees (D) is the only state variable (cf.
Section 3.2.1). Diameter growth is modeled as a deterministic process on an annual
time step (�t = 1 year), based on a consideration of the maximum possible growth,
which is reduced by scalars that represent the extent of suboptimal conditions. The
growth equation, which is illustrated in Figure 2, has the following form:

�D

�t
= G · D ·

(
1 − D · H

Dmax · Hmax

)
· 1

b(D)
· f (e) , (1)

where H is tree height (an allometric function of tree diameter, see below), b(D) is
a function encapsulating this allometric relationship, G is a growth rate parameter,
and Dmax and Hmax are the maximum tree dimensions. An extensive review of
the maximum growth equation (Equation (1)), including its limitations and various
modifications, is given by Bugmann et al. (1996).

The influence of the abiotic and biotic environment on tree growth in Equation
(1), f (e), is a 0–1 scalar formulated as:

f (e) = g1(AL) · g2(SBAR) · g3(DD) , (2)

where g1(AL) is a function of available light, g2(SBAR) is a function of stand
basal area, and g3(DD) is a function of the annual degree-day sum. Hence, the
only resource for which there is explicit competition in JABOWA is light. All
other resources, specifically belowground resources such as water and nutrients, are
summarized in the SBAR factor. Note also that the only climatic influence on tree
growth is through the annual degree-day sum. Drought is not modeled explicitly
because it was found to be unimportant in the Hubbard Brook area (Botkin et al.,
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1972a, p. 109). The three factors that constitute f (e) in Equation (2) are discussed
below.

2.2.1. Competition for Light (AL)
To calculate light competition, tree height needs to be known for each individual.
For this, an allometric relationship with a parabolic form is used (Ker and Smith,
1955; cf. Figure 3a):

H = b1 + b2D + b3D
2 , (3)

where bi are parameters (b1 = 137 cm, so-called ‘breast height’, and b2 and b3 are
derived from Hmax and Dmax). A disadvantage of Equation (3) is that is contains
the assumption that diameter growth comes to a halt when height growth stops,
which is not true for many species. Parameter estimation procedures that are based
on measured data will therefore tend to grossly underestimate Dmax, whereas if
the parameter values are derived from literature data on recorded maximum height
and diameters of old, open-grown trees, an underestimation of early height growth
results (cf. Bugmann et al., 1996).

Leaf area index must be known to simulate light competition, and it is calculated
in JABOWA via a simple allometric relationship to diameter (Figure 3b):

LAI = cD2/k , (4)

where c is a species-specific parameter, and k is used to scale leaf weight per tree
to projected leaf area (patch size is 100 m2 in JABOWA). Botkin et al. (1972b)
acknowledged that the exponent in Equation (4) is not a constant across species,
but rather ranges from 1.5 to 3. Another concern is that leaf area does not increase
indefinitely with diameter, but rather converges to a constant value with large di-
ameters. With the JABOWA formulation, the amount of shade cast by large trees
is overestimated, which unrealistically increases the competitive strength of such
individuals.

From tree height and leaf area at the top of each tree, light extinction within
the canopy is predicted using the Beer–Lambert law (Figure 3c), and relative light
availability at the height of each tree is used to derive the AL scalar (Figure 3d,
Equation (2)). The parameters for the two response curves (Figure 3d) were chosen
‘to give reasonable fits to measured photosynthesis curves’ (Botkin et al., 1972b,
p. 856). This rationale contains a strong scaling assumption, because the relation-
ship is used to modify annual net tree growth, whereas the response curves were
from instantaneous photosynthesis measurements. Horn (1971) derived this scaling
rule, but there may be scope for re-examining it in the light of more recent findings
(e.g., Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996).

2.2.2. Competition for Other Factors (SBAR)
To account for the fact that there are other resources, e.g., water and nutrients, for
which trees compete, a ‘crowding-dependent’ growth-reducing factor is used to
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Figure 3. Functional form of the equations used in JABOWA to derive light availability and the
associated growth reduction for a given tree.

prescribe a linear decrease of tree growth with increasing stand basal area (Fig-
ure 4a). The parameterization is not species-specific (i.e., the parameter maxBA in
Figure 4a is the same across all species). Accordingly, the strongest effect of the
factor is to determine the biomass that can be achieved on the patch, whereas its
effect on species composition is much weaker (cf. Bugmann, 1996).

2.2.3. Temperature Effects on Tree Growth (DD)
Climate-growth relationships are parameterized in JABOWA through the annual
sum of degree-days (DD), which thus serves as an index of the available energy for
plant growth:

DD =
Dec∑

m=Jan

(Tm − 4.4) · dm , (5)
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Figure 4. (a) The crowding-dependent growth factor in JABOWA. BA = basal area. Note that the
parameter maxBA is not species-specific. (b) The temperature-dependent growth factor in JABOWA.
For details, see text.

where Tm is monthly mean temperature (◦C), dm is the number of days in month m,
and 4.4 ◦C is the base temperature (i.e., 40 ◦F). A parabolic relationship (Figure 4b)
is used to scale tree growth according to the annual degree-day sum. This equation,
which has been used in about half of the current gap models, has been critically
reviewed several times (e.g., Bonan and Sirois, 1992; Pacala and Hurtt, 1993;
Schenk, 1996; Loehle and LeBlanc, 1996) with respect to its functional form and its
parameter estimation procedure. In the context of a model that lacks any drought
effects on tree growth, it is reasonable to interpret the right half of the parabola
(Figure 4b) as a growth reduction induced by drought and not by temperature
per se, based on the often-observed correlation between high temperatures and the
occurrence of drought. In many later gap models, where drought was introduced
as an independent response variable, the degree-day parabola was retained, which
was inconsequential (cf. Bugmann et al., 2000).

2.3. ESTABLISHMENT SUBMODEL

As a consequence of the lack of interactions, such as seed dispersal between neigh-
boring patches, it is reasonable to assume that at the scale of a JABOWA patch (100
m2), seeds of all tree species are always present. New trees are added as a function
of the current biotic (light) and abiotic (temperature and moisture) conditions, as
follows:

• Light availability at the forest floor must be higher than a species-specific
threshold, which is parameterized as a maximum leaf area index (LAI).
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Figure 5. The three-dimensional regeneration niche of the tree species as encapsulated in the
JABOWA model.

• The annual sum of actual evapotranspiration (AET) must lie above a species-
specific threshold value. This prevents establishment of species whose seed-
lings would wilt and die before they have access to deeper soil horizons. AET
is calculated with the Thornthwaite and Mather (1958) soil water submodel
running at a monthly time step.

• The annual sum of degree-days (DD) must lie within a range that is tolerated
by the species.

These variables define a three-dimensional regeneration niche for each species
(cf. Figure 5). The current-year values of the three variables are evaluated against
species-specific thresholds; if they permit establishment, a number of trees with a
diameter at breast height of 0.5 cm plus ‘a small random addition’ (Botkin et al.,
1972b, p. 857) are ‘planted’. Obviously, these trees are more than one year old, but
the environmental conditions across the early phase of tree life are assumed to be
reasonably correlated with those of the current year.

The establishment submodel is stochastic, where the number of trees to be es-
tablished per species depends on their shade tolerance, and a uniformly distributed
random number is used to determine the actual number of trees to be established.
For shade tolerant species, intermediate species, and shade-intolerant species,
0–200, 0–1300, and 6000–7500 trees ha−1 yr−1 are established, respectively.

2.4. MORTALITY SUBMODEL

Tree mortality is modeled as a stochastic process, and is assumed to consist of
two components (Figure 6): (1) a ‘background’ mortality that allows only 2% of
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Figure 6. Changes of mortality patterns with tree age (cf. Goff and West, 1975; Harcombe, 1987) and
their approximation in the JABOWA model. AIM – age-independent ‘background’ mortality; SM –
stress-related mortality. For details, see text.

the trees to survive to maximum tree age (a model parameter) where the annual
mortality probability is constant across tree life; and (2) a stress-related mortality
that acts when diameter increment is less than 0.01 cm for any given year and
species. A tree has a 1% chance of surviving 10 stress years; as soon as there is no
stress, the stress-related mortality ceases to be effective. Hence, it is assumed that
there are no lags between the occurrence of stress and the associated mortality, and
that stress tolerance is not species-specific.

In spite of these simplifications, JABOWA portrays the crucial features of
natural tree mortality: Young trees have a large potential increment, but often
they are shaded strongly; thus, their realized growth rate is often below the
0.01 cm threshold, so that stress-related mortality is high for small trees. Large
trees have small maximum increments, and thus their realized growth rate often
is below the 0.01 cm threshold as well. In essence, this results in a U-shaped
mortality curve across tree life (Figure 6). However, the criterion for defining
‘stress’ in JABOWA clearly is not satisfactory, and the model fails to recognize
species-specific differences in the stress-related mortality.

3. Variations in the Formulations

Over the past 30 years, almost all of the assumptions and equations described
above have been challenged, scrutinized, or replaced by alternative formulations
in specific gap models. This has led to a large variety of gap models, most of which
continue to share many features. Below, important deviations in the conceptual-
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ization and formulation details of several recent gap models are reviewed, starting
with their basic assumptions, followed by an evaluation of growth processes, estab-
lishment, and mortality. Given the present variety of gap models, it is impractical
to list all the models that use a specific assumption or formulation. Where individ-
ual models are mentioned below, these examples focus on (1) those models that
introduced a new assumption or formulation; (2) those that are widely used or have
had a particularly high impact in the field; and (3) those that were involved in the
model comparison exercises described by Badeck et al. (2001), Shao et al. (2001),
and Bugmann et al. (2001).

3.1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

3.1.1. The Forest as a Mosaic of Small Patches
In all gap models except SORTIE (Pacala et al., 1993, 1996), the fundamental
spatial unit – the patch – consists of an area of 100–1000 m2. In the SORTIE
model, which emphasizes light competition as the major driver of forest succes-
sion, much larger tracts of land are considered, and within this area the position of
each tree is kept track of to allow for the accurate calculation of light conditions.
Whereas the SORTIE approach certainly is more realistic and accurate than the
original abstractions used in the other gap models, it comes at great cost in terms
of parameterization efforts as well as computation time.

3.1.2. Horizontal Structure within a Patch
Almost all current gap models retain the assumption that patches are horizontally
homogeneous. Patch sizes vary from 100 m2 (as used in JABOWA) to around
1000 m2, the latter especially in high-latitude forests where a single narrow-
crowned tree never dominates a larger area (i.e., an entire patch; cf. Leemans and
Prentice, 1989; Prentice et al., 1993). The exact choice of patch size is less critical
than it may appear (cf. Shugart and West, 1979), and variations by ±50% typically
have a small effect on the simulated dynamics as long as the range of 100–1000 m2

is not exceeded (Bugmann, unpublished).
The assumption of horizontal homogeneity was found to cause problems in

some of the more recent gap models that simulate photosynthesis and respiration
from ecophysiological principles (e.g., 4C model, Bugmann et al., 1997). When
the assumption of horizontal homogeneity was made, small understory trees failed
to grow in 4C, because too little light reached the forest floor as a consequence
of the presence of leaves from larger trees across the whole patch. The situation
was improved by taking into account an estimate of the crown projection area of
each tree, thus effectively leaving part of the patch unshaded (Badeck, personal
communication).
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Figure 7. Variations in the conceptualization of crown architecture in gap models (cf. Figure 1): (a)
the formulation introduced in FORSKA (Leemans and Prentice, 1989); (b) the 3-D formulation used
in SORTIE (Pacala et al., 1993).

3.1.3. Vertical Canopy Structure
The majority of current gap models retain the original assumption that all the leaves
are located in a disk at the top of the stem (cf. Figure 1); alternative approaches that
are used in some lineages of gap models are discussed below.

Leemans and Prentice (1989) argued that for deep-crowned conifers in the bo-
real zone, where sun angles are low, a more realistic representation would be a
cylindric crown model (Figure 7a). In their FORSKA model, two new state vari-
ables were introduced: (1) the height of the bole (or, alternatively, the length of the
crown); and (2) the amount of leaf area, which is not determined from an allometric
relationship to diameter, but derived from the pipe model theory (Shinozaki et al.,
1964). The resulting vertical overlap of tree crowns reduces the strong asymmetry
of light competition inherent in the JABOWA formulation. This feature may be a
key reason why a whole family of FORSKA-based models have been developed
(e.g., Price and Apps, 1995, 1996; Desanker, 1996; Lindner et al., 1996, 1997).

Leemans (1992) conducted an elegant comparison of two variants of FORSKA
(cylindric crown geometry; Figure 7a) and ZELIG (disk crown geometry; Fig-
ure 1). The models were set up to be similar in their process representations, while
differing primarily in the treatment of crown geometry and, thus, light competition.
Leemans (1992) showed that FORSKA is capable of accurately simulating stem
size distributions of a near-natural Picea-Pinus forest in Sweden, whereas ZELIG
fails to simulate realistic distributions, especially for shade-intolerant species, sug-
gesting that the cylindric crown model is superior to the disk model, at least in high
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Figure 8. The spatial representation of trees in the SORTIE model (Pacala et al., 1993, 1996). Image
courtesy of Catherine Devine and Linda Buttel at the Cornell Theory Center, kindly provided by
Douglas Deutschman (cf. http://www.sciencemag.org/feature/data/deutschman/home.htm).

latitudes. More recent versions of ZELIG (e.g., Weishampel and Urban, 1996) have
abandoned the disk model and adopted the cylinder model instead.

The cylindric model for crown geometry also has proved advantageous in those
gap models that resolve photosynthesis and respiration explicitly (e.g., Keane et
al., 1996; Friend et al., 1997; Bugmann et al., 1997). Moreover, recent models
that deal with fire, fire propagation, and fire-induced mortality are often based on
the cylindric model because of the relative ease of determining fire damage to the
crown (e.g., Keane et al., 1996).

In the SORTIE model (Pacala et al., 1993, 1996), where the assumption of
horizontal homogeneity of the patch was abandoned (cf. Section 3.1.1), it became
necessary to keep track of the depth and width of tree crowns (Figure 7b), both
of which are determined from tree diameter. In SORTIE, crown transmissivity
is treated explicitly as well. Hence, SORTIE represents a further sophistication
relative to the FORSKA crown geometry (cf. Figure 8).

3.1.4. Neighborhood Relationships between Patches
No horizontal interactions between individual patches were considered in gap mod-
els until Urban (1990) introduced ZELIG, which can be set up in three modes: (1) a
‘classic’ mode (horizontally zero-dimensional), where patches are simulated inde-
pendent from each other; (2) a ‘transect’ mode (1-D), where patches are arranged
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linearly, taking into account the direction from where the sun is shining; and (3)
a full ‘2-D’ mode, where patches are arranged in a rectangular grid. In the lat-
ter two modes, the influence of the spatial arrangement of forest patches on the
light regime, light availability for individual trees, and the resulting competitive
relationships are explicitly considered.

A second horizontal interaction, seed dispersal, was included in SORTIE
(Pacala et al., 1993, 1996), PICUS (Lexer and Hönninger, 1998a,b) and FORGRA
(Jorritsma et al., 1999), thus relaxing the assumption of unlimited seed availabil-
ity. In PICUS, seed availability depends on the presence of adult trees within the
effective seeding distance of the species; dispersal agents considered are wind and
animals, and the frequency of mast years is also taken into account to capture
the different quantities of seeds that are available in time and space. SORTIE and
FORGRA use similar approaches.

A third type of spatial interaction between patches was included in the FORMIX
model of Malaysian rainforest dynamics (Huth et al., 1998). In FORMIX, falling
boles induce physical damage and mortality of the trees in the patch into which the
bole is falling. Hence, the potential arises that the mortality of a large tree leads to
a gap that is larger than its own crown projection area (i.e., larger than the patch
where it grew), which can be important for the recruitment of shade-intolerant tree
species.

The inclusion of interactions between adjacent patches has implications that call
for an explicit simulation of disturbances of varying sizes. This is because in a gap
model that does not consider horizontal shading interactions between patches, the
death of a large tree induces a radical change of the light regime towards open-field
conditions. However, when horizontal shading effects are taken into account and
patch size is relatively small, even the death of a large, dominating tree does not
induce a strong change of the light environment on the patch, because a significant
amount of shading is simulated to occur from the surrounding patches. Urban et al.
(1991) found that under these circumstances, it is necessary to impose disturbances
that are larger than the patch size to avoid unrealistically low abundance of shade-
intolerant species.

3.1.5. Entities Being Modelled
Because traditional gap models must follow the fate of individual trees, they are
time-consuming to run even on modern workstations. The stochasticity that is
inherent in the formulation of establishment and mortality further adds to this
computational complexity. As a result, a systematic evaluation of their behavior
e.g. in climate space is prohibitive (cf. Bugmann, 1996). Moreover, the models
are not amenable to analytical methods such as stability analysis, or closed-form
solutions. Hence, model properties remain relatively poorly known although many
research teams around the world are working with these models. Based on such
considerations, there have been several different lines of development towards
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making gap models computationally more efficient and to derive the ‘statistical
mechanics’ of forest community dynamics.

The simplest approach is based on the observation that while simulating each
individual tree is intuitively attractive, it is somewhat cumbersome to establish and
follow large numbers of trees of the same species that differ only marginally in
their diameter at breast height. Bugmann (1994) showed that trees that are similar
at the beginning of a simulation will remain similar throughout their entire life
span. If the initial random variation of the diameters of small trees is removed
(cf. Section 2.3), trees of a given species that are established in a given year will
remain identical throughout their life span, because tree growth is deterministic
in all gap models. Consequently, Bugmann (1996) introduced a cohort approach
in the ForClim model, i.e., all trees of a given species established in a given year
are assumed to be identical. Yet, mortality still removes individual trees from the
cohorts. This conceptual change reduced simulation time considerably (by a factor
four) without having any significant impact on the simulation results. A cohort
approach is also used in the 4C model (Bugmann et al., 1997).

At least two approaches have been designed to reduce further the complexity of
individual-based or cohort-based gap models, resulting in models that are based on
tree population dynamics in height classes across the canopy. FLAM (Fulton 1991,
1993) was designed to mimic FORSKA in its processes, but it considers only a
few height classes, thus greatly reducing the computational demand of the model.
FORMIX (Huth et al., 1998) adopts a similar approach for simulating the dynamics
of tropical rainforests based on a few plant functional types, but with a relatively
detailed treatment of physiological processes.

Finally, two types of approaches have been used to derive the ‘statistical me-
chanics’ of forest community dynamics. First, Acevedo et al. (1995) fitted a
semi-Markov model to the average output of the gap model ZELIG (note that
a related approach was taken in the ROPE model by Shao et al. (1995)). The
Markov model considered the transition probabilities between different states of
the vegetation simulated by ZELIG as well as the holding times for these states.
The resulting model, MOSAIC, was used to evaluate the behavior of the gap model
at a spatial scale that would have been virtually impossible to explore with ZELIG,
covering ≈200,000 patches of 900 m2 each. The disadvantage of this approach is
that the meta-model (i.e., MOSAIC) is derived from the behavior and not from
the structure of the gap model, so that (1) a certain amount of simulation with the
gap model needs to be done, and (2) the properties of the meta-model depend on
the exact (and appropriate) choice of the gap model simulations, with an inherent
uncertainty regarding the accuracy and precision of the meta-model. This type of
approach has been discussed in more detail by Urban et al. (1999).

Second, several independent attempts have been made to predict the forest be-
havior through partial differential equations (PDEs) derived from the structure and
parameters of gap models (Lischke et al., 1998: DisCForM model; Hurtt et al.,
1998, cf. Figure 9). The appeal of these approaches is that they do not require
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Figure 9. Comparison of total aboveground biomass simulated by the full SORTIE model (dots; the
error bars denote one standard deviation) and by a PDE approximation of the SORTIE model (from
Hurtt et al., 1998).

knowledge of the behavior of the gap model and thus can be quite powerful for
exploring system behavior under a wide range of conditions. The disadvantage is
that their derivation is based on a number of simplifying assumptions (cf. Löffler
and Lischke, 2001), so that the PDE approximation may deviate significantly in its
behavior from that of the gap model. Still, the value of a PDE approximation lies in
its potential to perform systematic behavior analyses of the gap model with respect
to both its parameter space as well as driving variables such as climate. The gap
model itself can (and probably should) still be used to double-check the behavior of
the PDE approximation in those cases where very sensitive or ‘peculiar’ trajectories
result from the approximation.

In a related approach, Kohyama (1993, 1994) and Kohyama and Shigesada
(1995) developed models that are based directly on the consideration of the dy-
namics of size structure, aimed at interpreting mechanisms at the population and
community level. They derived these models from theoretical considerations, and
not from detailed mathematical models of tree population dynamics such as gap
models. Overall, while there is a remarkable congruence between the approaches
of Lischke et al., Hurtt et al., and Kohyama et al., we still have a long way to go to
fully explore the potential of these new approaches.

3.1.6. Ecosystem Structure and Function
Traditionally, gap models have focused on the dynamics of forest structure and
composition, and have paid little attention to physiology and ecosystem function
(such as the fluxes of carbon, nitrogen, and water between the land surface and the
atmosphere). For example, early studies that addressed the effects of CO2 fertil-
ization on long-term forest dynamics (Botkin et al., 1973; Shugart and Emanuel,
1985; Solomon, 1986; Kienast, 1991) assumed that CO2 would act to increase
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the G parameter of the maximum growth equation (Equation (1)), i.e., that it has a
direct effect on annual net growth proportional to the stimulation of photosynthesis,
which is unlikely to be true (cf. Reynolds et al., 1993; Körner, 1996). Over the
past years, it has been increasingly recognized that we cannot predict the long-
term dynamics of ecosystem structure without considering changes in ecosystem
function (including physiology), and vice versa (cf. Cramer et al., 1999).

In several recent efforts, gap modelers have attempted to provide a framework
for projecting long-term forest dynamics based on the linked consideration of
ecosystem structure and function. Both HYBRID (Friend et al., 1993, 1997) and
FIRE-BGC (Keane et al., 1996) address this by replacing formulations in existing
gap models by physiology-based submodels of photosynthesis, respiration, and
plant growth, which also implies abandoning the annual time step of the model
(cf. Equation (1)). Depending on the model, a daily or even sub-daily time step
is used instead. These developments resulted in fairly complex models that are
characterized by many parameters that are difficult to estimate for a large number
of species. The 4C model (Bugmann et al., 1997) attempts to avoid the complexities
of linking a physiological model with a gap model. Instead, it aims at deriving
simplified formulations from physiological models that are scaled in their temporal
and process resolution to the specific needs of the gap model (cf. Reynolds et
al., 1993). However, no stable model version has been achieved so far (Badeck,
personal communication).

Gap models that incorporate linked descriptions of forest structure and function
are also referred to as ‘physiology-based gap models’ below.

3.1.7. Multiple Life Forms
In virtually all gap models, trees are established with a diameter at breast height of
0.5–1.5 cm. Usually, this corresponds to a tree height of 2–3 m. Shorter trees are not
considered for two reasons: (1) the high stochasticity in and the lack of knowledge
on growth and mortality rates of seedlings and saplings; and (2) the computational
demand of handling thousands or even hundred thousands of small individuals, the
vast majority of which do not survive to breast height. Consequently, it is difficult
to simulate the interactions between different life forms (e.g., grasses and trees) in
the framework of present gap models, although these interactions are known to be
crucial for certain systems, e.g., savannas (Belsky and Canham, 1994; Gignoux et
al., 1995).

Especially in the context of simulating forest function and biogeochemical
fluxes with a gap model, it is evident that there is more to the forest than the trees:
herbs, shrubs, and grasses can significantly alter the ecosystem balance of C, N, and
H2O in forests. Models that include different life forms to predict biogeochemistry
are FIRE-BGC (Keane et al., 1996) and HYBRID (Friend et al., 1997), whereas a
number of approaches do so mainly to provide a proxy for the intensity of competi-
tion between trees and grasses, such as SIMA (Kellomäki et al., 1992) and FLAM
(Fulton, 1993).
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3.2. GROWTH SUBMODEL

Below, variations in the formulation of gap models will be reviewed in five
respects: (1) choice of state variables; (2) plant production; (3) allocation; (4) com-
petition, including the question for which resources competition is modeled; and
(5) environmental influences. The processes of above- and belowground growth
are reviewed in detail by Norby et al. (2001) and Wullschleger et al. (2001),
respectively.

3.2.1. State Variables
As mentioned in Section 2, JABOWA is based on one single state variable per tree,
i.e., diameter at breast height. A number of models, including FORET (Shugart and
West, 1977), BRIND (Shugart and Noble, 1981), FORTNITE (Aber and Melillo,
1982), FORICO (Doyle, 1981), CLIMACS (Dale and Hemstrom, 1984), SILVA
(Kercher and Axelrod, 1984), FIRESUM (Keane et al., 1990) and also JABOWA II
(Botkin, 1993) share this feature with the original version of the model (Botkin et
al., 1972a,b).

Solomon (1986) was the first to introduce a second state variable in a gap model
(FORENA). Trees typically are able to withstand several years of low growth be-
fore their mortality increases (cf. Waring, 1987; Allen and Breshears, 1998), but
in JABOWA mortality was assumed to increase in response to a single stress year.
Hence, a second state variable, i.e., a counter for the number of stress years was
added, and it was assumed that three years of consecutive low growth have to occur
before the risk of mortality increases. There is a large number of gap models that
are based on the FORENA approach with two state variables, among others LINK-
AGES (Pastor and Post, 1985), FORECE (Kienast, 1987), EXE (Martin, 1992),
SIMA (Kellomäki et al., 1992), and ForClim (Bugmann, 1996).

Due to its more complex crown geometry, the FORSKA (Leemans and Prentice,
1989) family of models is characterized by a slightly larger set of state variables.
In these models, bole height and leaf area are modelled explicitly instead of being
related to diameter at breast height, which allows for a more realistic simulation of
light competition.

In the approaches that link ecosystem structure and function (such as FIRE-
BGC, HYBRID, and 4C), diameter at breast height is not used as a state variable
at all. Instead, tree compartments that are important as carbon pools are used as
state variables, including foliage biomass, sapwood, and fine roots, and the ‘di-
mensional’ variables tree height and bole height (for an example, cf. Figure 10).
This adds considerable complexity to these models.

3.2.2. Production
Since most current gap models continue to use diameter at breast height as a state
variable, annual net tree growth is predicted directly from the diameter increment
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Figure 10. Tree geometry and associated state variables of the plant growth model in 4C (based on
Bugmann et al., 1997). Diameter at breast height is replaced in physiology-based models by several
state variables that represent different storage pools and functionally important tree organs.

equation (Equation (1)), or from a slightly modified variant of that equation (e.g.,
Moore, 1989; Bugmann, 1996; Lexer and Hönninger, 1998a).

The FORSKA family of gap models (Leemans and Prentice, 1989; Prentice
et al., 1993; Price and Apps, 1995, 1996; Desanker, 1996; Lindner et al., 1996,
1997) is based on a phenomenological model of assimilation and respiration, which
operates on an annual time step:

�(D2H)

�t
=

∫ H

B

SL(γ Pz − δz)dz , (6)

where B is bole height, SL is the vertical density of leaf area, γ is a species-specific
growth scaling constant, Pz is the proportion of maximum possible annual net
assimilation achieved by leaves at depth z in the canopy, and δ is a species-specific
maintenance cost factor. This type of maximum growth equation incorporates the
explicit conversion of sapwood to heartwood based on the pipe model theory (Shi-
nozaki et al., 1964). As such, it also takes into account that the maintenance cost
of the sapwood ‘pipes’ increases with tree height.

In the physiology-based approaches such as HYBRID (Friend et al., 1997),
FIRE-BGC (Keane et al., 1996), and 4C (Bugmann et al., 1997), photosynthesis is
typically modeled based on the equations by Farquhar et al. (1980). The calculation
is sometimes simplified by assuming an optimum distribution of nitrogen within
the canopy (Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996; Friend et al., 1997). The temperature
dependency of respiration is taken into account through Q10 relationships that may
or may not include a consideration of acclimation phenomena.

In all gap models except FIRE-BGC (Keane et al., 1996), the productivity of
the forest stand is calculated by summing over the individual trees, cohorts, or age
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classes. In FIRE-BGC, however, stand productivitiy is calculated first based on the
FOREST-BGC approach (Waring and Running, 1998), and the fixed carbon is then
distributed to the individual trees according to a priority scheme (cf. Korol et al.,
1995).

3.2.3. Allocation of Growth
Even the simplest gap models such as JABOWA must incorporate assumptions
regarding allocation of growth. Implicitly, JABOWA assumes that stemwood bio-
mass is by far the largest tree compartment, so that all other compartments can
be neglected (cf. Moore, 1989). Allocation to diameter and height growth of the
stem is handled through an allometric relationship between height and diameter
(cf. Section 2). Leaf biomass is predicted by another allometric relationship, and all
other compartments such as coarse and fine roots, branches, and twigs are ignored.
Most current gap models continue to use allometric relationships quite extensively
to parameterize allocation processes. However, these relationships are used at fairly
different levels of sophistication, as will be shown with two examples:

First, the simple exponential relationship between diameter at breast height and
leaf area (or leaf weight) used in JABOWA (cf. Equation (4) and Figure 3b) was
replaced for large diameters by a logarithmic function in CLIMACS (Dale and
Hemstrom, 1984) and FORECE (Kienast, 1987). A significant problem is to find
sufficient data to actually parameterize the function for large trees, which are rare
in any real forest, and especially rare in managed forests.

Second, the parabolic relationship between diameter at breast height and tree
height of JABOWA (cf. Figure 3a) was replaced by an asymptotic equation in the
FORSKA model family (Leemans and Prentice, 1989; cf. Equation (7)), which
relaxed the unrealistic assumption that diameter growth must cease when height
growth stops:

H = 1.3 + (Hmax − 1.3) · (1 − e
− sD

Hmax−1.3 ) , (7)

where s is a parameter that specifies the initial slope (at D = 0) of the height-
diameter relationship.

In any real forest, not all the trees follow the same H–D relationship, as is
assumed in the parabolic Equation (3) as well as in the asymptotic Equation (7). In
reality, allocation to height growth is strongly influenced by competition. Lindner
et al. (1997) rewrote Equation (7) to

dH

dD
= s ·

(
H − 1.3

Hmax − 1.3

)
. (8)

Then, they introduced a light-dependence of parameter s such that under low light
conditions, s increases because trees allocate more to height growth than to di-
ameter growth. These developments are impressive in two respects: (1) Lindner
et al. (1997) found that these modifications dramatically increase the realism of
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the simulated stand structure when compared to long-term measured data; and (2)
they showed that it is possible to introduce environmental influences in classical
allometric relationships in an internally consistent way that does not disrupt the
mass balance of the tree. It is likely that similar improvements could be made to gap
models that would increase their realism and responsiveness to changing environ-
mental conditions without having to take resort to full-fledged physiology-based
approaches (cf. Norby et al., 2001).

In the models that link ecosystem structure and function, allocation is handled
either through static schemes that apportion a constant fraction of the simulated
NPP to specific tree compartments (e.g., Friend et al., 1997), without taking into
account tree size or environmental influences, or, as in the 4C (Bugmann et al.,
1997) and FIRE-BGC (Keane et al., 1996) models, dynamic allocation schemes
are used that are based on principles such as the pipe model theory, the functional
balance between root and leaf activity, and mass balance (cf. Mäkelä, 1986, 1990).

3.2.4. Competition
In spite of strongly simplifying assumptions that are made in many models with
respect to crown geometry and other aspects of light competition (e.g., the lack of
a seasonal course of light availability), competition for light is treated explicitly
in all forest gap models, and they spend considerable effort on predicting light
availability and light competition for tree growth. Note that gap models for low-
stature vegetation, such as grasslands and alpine tundra (cf. Coffin and Lauenroth,
1990; Humphries et al., 1996), focus on competition for belowground resources
instead of competition for light.

Competition for water and nutrients is not treated explicitly in forest gap models
except in the physiology-based models, where transpiration is simulated mech-
anistically and it is assumed that water uptake is identical to transpiration, and
nutrient uptake is proportional to nutrient availability and water uptake (cf. Friend
et al., 1997; Bugmann et al., 1997). In all other forest gap models, species-specific
parameters are used to limit the growth and distribution range of trees as a function
of drought and nutrient-poor soils; these parameters implicitly embody competitive
relationships. The lack of explicit competition for belowground resources in these
models is based on the assumption that a good competitor for light is also a good
competitor for water and nutrients, an assumption that may not be generally true.

In fact, many current gap models cannot explicitly simulate competition for
belowground resources other than water because they do not include a consider-
ation of soil carbon and nutrient turnover. The first gap model (FORTNITE) to
include belowground C/N dynamics was developed by Aber et al. (1979) and Aber
and Melillo (1982). It originated from a simple compartment model with constant
turnover rates (Aber et al., 1978), and the only environmental influence on soil C/N
processes (other than through the input of litter) was parameterized as an increase
of the decomposition rates during the first decades after clearcutting (Aber et al.,
1978), or under conditions of low leaf area (Aber et al., 1982). FORTNITE tracks
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the decay of cohorts of as much as 19 litter types through time, and the lignin and
nitrogen contents of the various litter types are used for predicting decay rates.

The LINKAGES model (Pastor and Post, 1985) carried these ideas a step further
by making the turnover rates dependent on climate (i.e., actual evapotranspiration),
based on the work by Meentemeyer (1978). In addition, LINKAGES included 72
North American species and thus could potentially be used throughout eastern
North America, whereas FORTNITE was restricted in its applicability to forests
in New England. Later gap models that are based on the LINKAGES C/N rou-
tine include EXE (Martin, 1992), SIMA (Kellomäki et al., 1992), and ForClim
(Bugmann, 1994, 1996). As an alternative, HYBRID (Friend et al., 1997) adopts a
modified version of the CENTURY model for predicting belowground C/N dynam-
ics, and FIRE-BGC (Keane et al., 1996) is based on the FOREST-BGC approach
for belowground C/N dynamics. These alternative approaches are considerably
more mechanistic than the highly aggregated formulation used in LINKAGES.

3.2.5. Environmental Influences
In models that are based on a maximum diameter increment equation (e.g., Equa-
tion (1)) and an annual time step, the environmental scalars that modify tree growth
must take into account the seasonal course of environmental factors. Already in
JABOWA, climate-dependent factors such as annual actual evapotranspiration and
the annual degree-day sum were calculated on a monthly time step. In any case,
scaling from a sub-annual time step is required to derive scalars at the annual time
step. In addition, the different scalars must be combined in an appropriate manner
to yield the realized growth rate. Below, formulations that have been used for the
effects of light, nitrogen, temperature, moisture, and CO2 will be evaluated.

Regarding the influence of light on tree growth, the vast majority of current
gap models continue to use the JABOWA approach (cf. Figure 3d) in spite of its
shortcomings and scaling problems (cf. Bugmann et al., 2000). The models of the
FORSKA family are based on a more sophisticated light response function that is
used to predict net assimilation; however, this approach is also confronted with the
problem of scaling from instantaneous net assimilation to the annual assimilation
sum, Pz (cf. Equation (6)).

Although nitrogen typically is the most limiting nutrient in many terrestrial
ecosystems, its influence on tree growth has not received much systematic attention
in most gap models except LINKAGES (Pastor and Post, 1985) and its successors
(see above). The approach by Aber et al. (1979) is commonly used to scale average
nitrogen availability to annual tree growth rates.

The parabolic response function that was used in JABOWA to scale the annual
sum of degree-days to tree growth (Figure 4b) has received a lot of attention since
the early 1990s (e.g., Bonan and Sirois, 1992; Pacala and Hurtt, 1993; Loehle and
LeBlanc, 1996; Schenk, 1996). Two aspects were pointed out: (1) the functional
form of the equation predicts nearly zero growth at the warm range limit of every
species, which contradicts empirical studies that found high if not highest growth
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Figure 11. Comparison of the parabolic degree-day response function (g3 [DD], Equation (2)) used
in JABOWA and several other models (dashed line) with the asymptotic response function that was
developed in ForClim V2.9 (solid line). Adapted from Bugmann and Solomon (2000).

rates at the warm range limit in the absence of drought (e.g., Korzhukin et al.,
1989); (2) the parameter estimation procedure is based on the current distribution
ranges and thus on the current realized niche of the species, which is inadequate for
use in a competition model that should be based on the autecological requirements
(i.e., the fundamental niches) of the species.

While the parabolic response function continues to be used in some mod-
els, several approaches have been developed to replace it, particularly asymptotic
functions that maintain high growth rates with increasing temperature as long as
drought does not become limiting (e.g., Lexer and Hönninger, 1998a; Miller and
Urban, 1999; Talkkari et al., 1999; Bugmann and Solomon, 2000; cf. Figure 11).
The FORSKA approach, which involves a parabolic response function to daily
mean temperature – as opposed to the annual sum of degree-days that was used in
JABOWA – is not prone to the criticisms discussed above.

Bugmann (1999) systematically analysed the effects of the removal of the par-
abolic temperature response function in the ForClim model. This study revealed
that there is little impact on the simulated distribution and abundance of the species
under current (i.e., equilibrium) climate if an asymptotic response function is
used. Hence, the simulated absence of cold-tolerant species in warm climates is
due to competition and not due to the parabolic response function, which is en-
couraging. However, the change in model structure had significant effects on the
simulated transient model behavior under conditions of climatic change at some
sites, whereas it proved to have no discernible effect at other sites (cf. Figure 12).
Thus, earlier studies that addressed the impacts of climatic change on forest dy-
namics and included a parabolic temperature response function (e.g., Solomon,
1986; Pastor and Post, 1988; Kienast, 1991) should be scrutinized as to whether
their predictions, specifically those regarding forest dieback events, are subject to
the artifact evident from Figure 12 (site Bever).
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Figure 12. Comparison of the behavior of two versions of ForClim under current climate (years
0–800) and under conditions of climatic change (years 800–900) and under a hypothetical future
constant climate (years 900–1500) at two sites in the European Alps, Bever (a, b) and Davos (c,
d). Model version 2.4 (a, c) has a parabolic temperature response function for tree growth (like
JABOWA, Figure 11), whereas model version 2.9 (b, d) features an asymptotic response function
(Figure 11). Adapted from Bugmann (1999).
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Figure 13. Comparison of the behavior of two versions of a forest gap model that differ mainly in
the parameterization of environmental influences on tree growth and specifically the formulation of
the drought index. Model variant 1 uses the number of days where soil moisture is below the wilting
point as a drought index, whereas model variant 2 uses (1 – AET/PET) to express the severity of
drought. The two model variants behave very similar under current climate, and very differently
under a changed climate. Adapted from Fischlin et al. (1995).

A wide variety of approaches for treating soil moisture is being used in forest
gap models, ranging from the simple Thornthwaite and Mather (1957) scheme
in JABOWA that is still widespread in gap models (e.g., Pastor and Post, 1985;
Kienast, 1987; Kellomäki et al., 1992; and many others), across modified ver-
sions of that model (e.g., Bugmann and Cramer, 1998) to more sophisticated
Priestley–Taylor formulations (e.g., Prentice et al., 1993) and complete energy
balance approaches based on the Penman–Monteith algorithm (e.g., Martin, 1992).
In addition, many different indices of drought occurrence and drought stress have
been used to link growing-season soil moisture conditions to annual tree growth.
These include the number of days where soil moisture is below the wilting point
(Pastor and Post, 1985; Solomon, 1986) as well as various measures of the evap-
otranspiration deficit (e.g., Prentice et al., 1993; Bugmann, 1996; Bugmann and
Solomon, 2000). Several studies have shown that different formulations of the soil
water submodel (e.g., Martin, 1992) or the drought index (Fischlin et al., 1995) can
have profound effects on the simulated forest under a changed climate even if the
predictions under current climate at a large number of sites are reasonably similar
(for an example, cf. Figure 13).

The effects of the increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration on long-term forest
dynamics are difficult to incorporate into gap models that are based on an annual
diameter increment equation. In such models, it is virtually impossible to incor-
porate our knowledge of the multiple effects and feedbacks that CO2 has on tree
physiology (cf. Amthor, 1995; Mooney et al., 1999). For example, an increase in
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the G parameter of a JABOWA-type growth equation (Botkin et al., 1973; Shugart
and Emanuel, 1985; Kienast, 1991) reflects the hypothesis that CO2 increases
net annual growth by a certain amount, and that it has no effect on water use
efficiency. The former is, at least for the long term, not certain, and the latter is
most likely wrong. Therefore, gap model studies that are based on tree diameter
as the main state variable and address the CO2 issue should be viewed as coarse
sensitivity studies rather than predictions, although they can be quite informative
(e.g., Shugart and Emanuel, 1985). In physiology-based models, the effects of CO2

are more easily handled because the processes that are affected by increased CO2,
such as photosynthesis, transpiration, and respiration, are resolved explicitly (cf.
Friend et al., 1997).

Finally, the different growth-reducing factors reviewed above must be con-
siderd simultaneously to derive realized tree growth from maximum tree growth
(cf. Equation (1)). In JABOWA and many subsequent models, a multiplicative
approach was used for deriving the environmental scalar f (e) (cf. Equation
(2)): The fundamental problem with this approach is that it produces artificially
low values especially when more than two factors are considered. For example,
f (0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2) = 0.04; in other words, if a multiplicative approach is used,
maximum growth (Equation (1)) must be parameterized to be much higher than
anything that can be measured and achieved in nature, or the approach will yield
realized growth rates that are far too low. In view of these limitations, in a large
number of models it was decided to use only the smallest of all the growth factors
(often referred to as ‘Liebig’s Law of the Minimum’):

f (e) = MIN(g1, g2, . . . , gn) . (9)

While Equation (9) does not produce artificially low growth rates, it is also unreal-
istic in that it assumes that during any given year one single environmental factor
explains all the variability of tree growth. Over the past years, several alternative
approaches have been developed, some of which are rather ad hoc (e.g., Bugmann,
1996), whereas others are based on theoretical considerations regarding which
resources can compensate for which others (e.g., Lexer and Hönninger, 1998b).
Unfortunately, a systematic evaluation of the effects of the various formulations on
the behavior of gap models is lacking.

The problem of modeling the environmental effects on tree growth is less pro-
nounced in the physiology-based gap models because (1) they operate on a daily
or even sub-daily time step (cf. Section 3.1.6), and (2) the different physiolog-
ical processes are resolved more explicitly than in diameter-based gap models.
Therefore, physiology-based gap models require fewer scaling assumptions, and
environmental influences such as temperature, soil moisture, or nitrogen avail-
ability can be taken into account at the temporal resolution and for the process
where they are effective. How environmental influences are handled in the growth
routine of this type of models will not be discussed here because it is relatively
straightforward.
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3.3. ESTABLISHMENT SUBMODEL

The assumption of unlimited seed availability built into most gap models since
JABOWA has ‘two opposing (offsetting?) consequences for species diversity: arti-
ficially high diversity due to continuous seed supply and artificially low diversity
due to lack of sites where good competitors with restricted dispersal should be
absent’ (Clark and Yi, 1995). Specifically, with respect to assessments of the effects
of global change on forests, the assumption tends to exaggerate the response of
forests because it ignores any migration lags (cf. Davis, 1989). Several alternatives
to the assumption of unlimited seed availability have been sought over the years,
and they come in two steps:

In the first step, a feedback from the canopy trees on the patch itself was in-
troduced (e.g., Kienast, 1987; Keane et al., 1990; Bossel and Krieger, 1994; Lexer
and Hönninger, 1998b), so that there continues to be a constant influx of seeds from
all species, but the availability of seeds from species that have mature trees on the
patch is increased. The problem with this approach is that the balance between local
seed production and influx is critical for determining system behavior: With in-
creasing weight of local seed production, the system flips into a state of artificially
low diversity with, in the worst case, only one species surviving. Reliable data to
parameterize the relative importance of local production and influx are rare, giving
this approach aspects of a sophisticated tuning exercise, which is not desirable.

In the second step, the horizontal relationships between individual patches were
taken into account for determining seed availability at any given spot as a function
of the presence of mature trees in the landscape and their effective seeding dis-
tances (e.g., Keane et al., 1996; Lexer and Hönninger, 1998b). Besides providing
a more realistic description of seed availability under current environmental con-
ditions, this approach has the potential to allow for the study of migration rates
under conditions of environmental change, if the gap model that is used is efficient
enough for the simulation of many thousand patches that are arranged spatially
(cf. Lischke et al., 1998). Alternatively, a hierarchical scheme might be sought for
migration modeling, where long-range dispersal is handled by a model of relatively
coarse resolution that is coupled to a more detailed forest gap model.

There is a large number of processes operating in nature between seed avail-
ability and the establishment of saplings that are 2–3 m high. The latter continues
to be used as the initial condition for simulating tree growth and survival in most
gap models. As noted earlier (e.g., Shugart, 1984), these processes are difficult to
develop mechanistically in a forest succession model because of the sheer number
of individuals that are concerned and the lack of a mechanistic understanding of
the associated processes. The vast majority of gap models thus continues to use
so-called ‘filters’, i.e. simple functions that determine whether current environ-
mental conditions would allow for the establishment of a given species. If they do,
establishment usually takes place in a small fraction of the years when it would
theoretically be possible; this is to take into account the many factors that reduce
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establishment probability but that are not modeled explicitly. Often, some or all
of the establishment filters are defined in analogy to the growth-limiting factors
discussed above. Usually only the occurrence of establishment is modeled as a
boolean variable, whereas the number of saplings to be established is determined
separately and independently of the environmental conditions as a property of the
species.

Environmental filters for tree establishment that are used in gap models can be
classified into three broad categories: (1) bioclimatic constraints; (2) biotic con-
straints; and (3) other limitations. These groups will be discussed in turn, and the
model that first introduced a certain limitation will be referred to.

The set of bioclimatic filters that are used to determine establishment rates in
gap models typically include the following:

• The annual sum of degree-days (JABOWA; Botkin et al., 1972b), which pre-
vents species from establishing if it is too cold (or too warm, if the maximum
degree-day constraint is used as well; cf. Figure 11) for them to grow.

• The lack of adequate soil moisture (FORENA; Solomon, 1986). In the many
gap models that have a single-layer (‘bucket’) soil water submodel, this con-
straint is usually not set up to reflect the moisture conditions in the topsoil,
but those throughout the soil profile, so that the drought filter tends to be less
effective than it might need to be.

• The occurrence of freezing events below a threshold temperature in winter,
which may kill flower buds and thus prevent seed production. A problem
here is that such short-term weather events are not predictable by models
that operate on a monthly time step for capturing bioclimatic influences on
ecological processes. Prentice et al. (1992), however, showed that there is an
excellent long-term correlation between absolute minimum temperature and
monthly mean temperature, so that monthly mean temperature can be used
as a proxy for the occurrence of extreme cold events (FORENA; Solomon,
1986).

• The lack of chilling (i.e., cold) temperatures in winter may delay or prevent
bud break in the following year. The process was first introduced in FORSKA
(Prentice et al., 1993), and a variety of approaches have been used for its
simulation. FORSKA also includes a minimum temperature of the warmest
month to limit tree establishment.

• The occurrence of frost events in spring that may kill flower buds. As with
winter freezing, the correlation between absolute minimum and monthly mean
temperature is used to predict this kind of damage relative to the hardiness of
the species, which is parameterized as different threshold temperatures for
different months in spring (FORECE; Kienast, 1987).

Biotic filters used in gap models include the following:
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• Light availability at the forest floor or a proxy thereof is used in almost all gap
models to exclude recruitment of shade-intolerant species when it is too dark
(JABOWA; Botkin et al., 1972b). An important aspect here is that this allows
one to differentiate the light requirements (i.e., shade tolerance) of saplings
vs. older (adult) trees, which is important for at least some tree species.

• Differential browsing rates by domesticated mammals and game are taken into
account through a simple parameterization in many models (FORET; Shugart
and West, 1977); Kienast et al. (1999) and especially Jorritsma et al. (1999)
developed the modeling of ungulate influences on long-term forest dynamics
much further.

Finally, some models are using additional establishment limitations that are neither
bioclimatic nor biotic. For example, in the FIRE-BGC model (Keane et al., 1996)
the time since the last disturbance is used to exclude the establishment of late
successional species in the pioneer phase. This should be viewed as a proxy for en-
vironmentally driven processes that are not modeled directly, but such approaches
are somewhat unreliable if the model is used to study the effects of environmental
change on successional processes.

The above filters are used in various combinations and at various levels of
sophistication in most gap models that are based on an annual diameter increment
equation (cf. Equation (1)). It is noteworthy that most physiology-based gap models
treat establishment at a significantly less detailed level than most traditional gap
models. A more detailed review of establishment processes in forest gap models,
including recommendations for further research, can be found in Price et al. (2001).

3.4. MORTALITY SUBMODEL

As in the original JABOWA model, most gap models to date differentiate an
age-independent mortality that is constant across a tree’s life time and a stress-
related mortality. In addition, many current models include an extrinsically caused
mortality that is due to disturbances beyond the spatial scale of a single forest patch.

Traditionally, the age-independent mortality is scaled to ‘maximum tree age’,
and only a small fraction (typically 1 or 2%) of the trees are allowed to reach that
age in the absence of any other causes of mortality. The difficulty of adequately
defining maximum tree age led Leemans and Prentice (1989) to formulate the age-
independent mortality probility as a function of shade tolerance, and this approach
is used in the FORSKA family of models. Shaded tolerance in turn is related
to maximum tree age because shade-tolerant trees usually are longer-lived than
shade-intolerant ones; hence the FORSKA formulation is not generically different
from the JABOWA approach, although it has the advantage of not requiring the
specification of maximum tree age.

Stress-related mortality functions are present in all gap models, but the defi-
nition of stress is based on widely different criteria. Some models have retained
the JABOWA stress definition through an absolute diameter increment, but in
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most models more sophisticated approaches have been adopted, often based on
FORENA (Solomon, 1986) where a minimum relative diameter increment (10%)
is used to define stress; note that because maximum diameter increment is species-
specific, the requirement of a minimum relative increment makes the stress-related
mortality criterion species-specific, too. In some models, the two approaches have
been combined (Kienast, 1987; Bugmann, 1996), whereas the FORSKA family of
models uses growth efficiency as a stress indicator, i.e., the stemwood increment
relative to leaf area, which constitutes a well-established index of tree vigor (War-
ing and Schlesinger, 1985). The physiology-based gap models such as HYBRID
(Friend et al., 1997) or 4C (Bugmann et al., 1997) use the whole-tree carbon bal-
ance to determine the presence of stress, and HYBRID also uses the occurrence of
xylem cavitation as a proxy for stress.

Mortality that is induced by extrinsic disturbances is taken into account in a va-
riety of models. In the FORSKA model (Prentice et al., 1993), a disturbance regime
was implemented where the hazard increases with stand age, and the occurrence
of the disturbance kills all the trees on the patch. This is a generic formulation
that is broadly applicable to many disturbance agents, including timber harvesting,
windthrow, and forest fires, but obviously it lacks a differentiation of the effects of
the various disturbance agents. To take into account the detailed effects of some dis-
turbances, several gap models contain submodels for specific disturbance agents,
including fire (e.g., Shugart and Noble, 1981; Kercher and Axelrod, 1984; Keane
et al., 1996) and pathogens such as bark beetles (e.g., Keane et al., 1996; Lexer and
Hönninger, 1998a).

In view of this wide variety of formulations that are being used for modelling
mortality in forest gap models, it is somewhat surprising to see that the sensitivity
of the models to differences in these formulations has received almost no attention.
As Figure 14 shows, there are cases where the simulated aboveground biomass
and species composition depend strongly on the exact assumptions that are used
for modeling tree mortality. Thus, mortality formulations in gap models should
receive more attention in the future. These considerations are reviewed in more
detail by Keane et al. (2001).

4. Simulation Methodology of Forest Gap Models

By definition, forest gap models consider tree population dynamics, which are
inherently slow, on small patches of land. In addition, they are sensitive to climate
variations on several time scales (cf. Bugmann and Pfister, 2000), and incorporate
a significant amount of stochastic elements. These unique features of gap models
(and forests) have strong implications for the methodology used when performing
simulation experiments:

First, the stochastic dynamics simulated for a single patch (i.e., one realization
of the stochastic process underlying any gap model) are of little interest per se,
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Figure 14. Behavior of the forest gap model ForClim (Bugmann and Solomon, 2000) at the central
European mountain site Bever (Switzerland) under different assumptions for the formulation of
the stress-related mortality function. (a): Stress mortality is induced after three consecutive years
of diameter increment below 0.3 mm or below 10% of maximum diameter increment. (b): no
stress-related mortality is simulated. (c): Stress mortality is formulated as in FIRE-BGC, where
stress tolerance is tied to shade tolerance (Keane et al., 1996). (d): As an addition to the FIRE-BGC
formulation, the severity of the stress is used to modify the mortality probabiliy. Data from Bugmann
and Solomon (unpublished study).

because we cannot expect to find a real forest patch whose observed history corre-
sponds exactly to the simulated dynamics. Hence, a statistical approach is required
to analyze the simulation results, which is achieved by simulating the behavior
of a forest across many patches; the simulation results are characterized by aver-
ages, medians, and higher-order statistical moments (standard deviation, kurtosis,
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etc.) of variables such as species-specific biomass, stem numbers, etc. Historically,
simulated variables typically were characterized by their averages (e.g., Figure 12),
without paying full attention to their frequency distribution. Note that if we assume
that a real forest can be described by an array of independent patches, the results
from n simulated patches can be interpreted as representing the average properties
of a real forest across the corresponding area. For example, for a patch size of 1/12

ha and n = 200, this would correspond to an area of 200 ·1 /12 ha = 16.7 ha.
Second, few data sources are available to initialize the state variables of forest

gap models, mainly because the spatial extent of most measured records is much
smaller than the sum of the n patches that are required to statistically characterize
the stochastic process. As a consequence, it is a standard practice to initialize gap
models from ‘bare ground’, which eliminates the need to estimate an initial state.
Thus, gap models are typically used to simulate a secondary succession from bare
ground to a steady state that results as an average across n patches after sufficiently
long time. Note that the dynamics on a single patch never reach this steady state,
but exhibit oscillatory behavior that is modulated by stochastic elements. From a
systems theoretical point of view, the ‘bare ground’ scenario is particularly appeal-
ing because it allows us to explore the relaxation time in the transient phase and
the development of the steady state.

Third, the slow nature of tree population dynamics and the climatic sensitivity
of forest gap models imply that observed ‘current climate’ records, which typically
span 30 to 100 years at most, are insufficient to explore the transient dynamics and
the development of a steady-state during a secondary succession. The time scale
required for this is on the order of 400–1200 years, depending on the longevity of
the dominant tree species. Hence, for most gap model applications it is necessary
to create a weather record that is based on a hypothetical ‘current climate’ that
extends over several centuries. This is often achieved using one of three methods:
(1) looping repeatedly through the measured weather series; (2) randomly selecting
individual years from a measured weather series; or (3) using a weather generator
to derive random series of weather data that are based on the statistical character-
istics of the observed series. While each of these methods has limitations, the third
approach is probably most desirable since it allows weather patterns to occur that
are not contained in the measured record, including extreme events. However, the
parameterization of a weather generator is a non-trivial task and, consequently, in
many applications one of the former two methods is used.

Fourth, this methodology imposes limitations on the comparability between
simulated and measured forest properties (e.g., model validation exercises). Given
that virtually all gap model simulations are based on a synthetic time series of
‘current climate’ as described above, it is obvious that the real forest has not
experienced the same weather and disturbance patterns as the simulated one.
This inevitably must lead to differences between observed and simulated data,
which makes it difficult to critically assess model validity (for a discussion, cf.
Section 5.3). While forests are buffered to a certain extent against the impacts of ex-
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treme events and climatic variations on shorter time scales (e.g., Davis and Botkin,
1985; Bugmann and Pfister, 2000), we cannot exclude that climatic changes in
the more distant past (such as the Little Ice Age), extreme events or disturbances
at specific times in the past decades have had a significant effect on the current
structure and composition of a real forest (cf. Bugmann and Pfister, 2000).

In summary, for reasons that relate to the characteristic temporal and spatial
scales of tree population dynamics, in most simulation studies with forest gap mod-
els (1) forest dynamics are simulated from bare ground to the establishment of a
(hypothetical) steady-state; (2) the statistical properties of the simulated dynamics
are evaluated across a large number of forest patches; and (3) a synthetic weather
record representing ‘current climate’ is used that is much longer than the measured
data. As in many other gap modeling studies, this simulation methodology is used
in the model comparison exercises described by Badeck et al. (2001), Bugmann et
al. (2001) and Shao et al. (2001).

5. Discussion

The above review of the basic structure and the variations in the formulation of
forest gap models that have been developed over the past 30 years documents two
things:

First, the concept behind forest gap models has been very appealing to a large
number of forest ecologists who are faced with understanding and predicting long-
term forest dynamics. In spite of all the criticisms that have been put forward in
the recent past, there is no alternative approach available that would allow one to
consider the effects of weather, intraspecific and interspecific competition on tree
population dynamics as elegantly, intuitively and comprehensively as forest gap
models do.

Second, although many formulations of the original JABOWA model continue
to be used in many current forest gap models, there is a large variety of approaches
that are being used to encapsulate the different ecological processes that are rel-
evant for tree population dynamics. Thus, general statements about what factors
are considered in gap models and what these models can and cannot do are gener-
ally inappropriate. Most gap models have evolved considerably from the original
versions and contain far greater detail than is sometimes recognized.

5.1. INCREASED DETAIL (‘PHYSIOLOGY’): DESIRABLE AND FEASIBLE?

It is tempting to demand that if gap models are to be used to project the impacts of
global change on forest dynamics, they need to include the relevant processes (such
as CO2 assimilation, water use efficiency, and the impacts of climatic extremes and
variability) in a mechanistic fashion instead of handling them through relatively
simple parameterizations. While this would certainly be desirable, it is question-
able whether fulfilling this requirement is feasible in all cases. There is a large
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amount of ecophysiological knowledge on several key commercial tree species
in a geographical region (e.g., Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris, and Fagus sylvatica
as the main timber trees in Europe), but much less is known about the commer-
cially less ‘important’ species. It should be kept in mind that the set of species
that can potentially dominate forests includes 15–20 species in Europe (Prentice et
al., 1993; Bugmann, 1996; Lexer and Hönninger, 1998a), 30–40 in eastern North
America (Pastor and Post, 1985), 20–30 in western North America (Bugmann and
Solomon, 2000), and around 20 in northeastern China (Shao et al., 1994; Yan and
Zhao, 1995), to name just a few examples from the temperate zone of the Earth. In
most forest gap models, more than this minimum set is included. Hence, the data
base that would be required for implementing ‘physiology-based’ approaches in
gap models often does not exist for such sets of species. As a consequence, models
that include all the species that are relevant for forest succession must be based on
approximate parameterizations.

At the same time, the structural complexity of even a simple forest gap model
should not be underestimated. For example, the ForClim model (Bugmann, 1994)
was initially developed by reducing the complexity of the FORECE model (Kien-
ast, 1987) to the minimum set of equations and parameters that was required for
reproducing (and sometimes even improving) the behavior of FORECE. Still, this
‘simple’ model in its present version (V2.9.2) includes 16 parameters for char-
acterizing each tree species. For central European conditions, the model usually
operates with 30 tree species, which results in 480 species-specific parameters that
need to be known to run the model. In addition, there are ecotypes of some species
that have significantly different characteristics, especially in species that have a
wide distibution range (e.g., Picea abies and Pinus sylvestris in Europe).

The lack of precise data regarding all the life history traits of the set of tree
species in gap models traditionally was circumvented by using functional types of
trees, although this was not usually stated explicitly (Botkin et al., 1972b; Shugart,
1984). For example, tree species are typically assigned to one of a small number
of categories regarding shade tolerance, nitrogen requirements, flooding tolerance,
and so on. The known tolerances of well-researched species are used to ‘anchor’
the relationship, and the remaining tree species are assigned according to their
tolerance relative to the known tolerances of the other species. As a consequence,
the relative ranking of the species with respect to their behavior towards a limiting
resource can be expected to be fairly robust, whereas the quantitative value of the
functional response equation that is used in the model may be numerically wrong
for most or even all species. In the context of a model that focuses on portraying
the effects of competition, this probably is an acceptable compromise, whereas it
may be more problematic in a model that aims at predicting functional aspects such
as the fluxes of carbon and nitrogen between the land surface and the atmosphere.

This raises the general question whether the marriage between the traditional
gap model approaches that emphasize forest structure and the more recent ap-
proaches that also consider functional aspects of forests (e.g., Friend et al., 1997;
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Bugmann et al., 1997) is feasible without losing too much precision in the func-
tional considerations while burdening the relatively elegant gap model structure
with a large amount of often unknown physiological parameters. Hence, the ques-
tion that ecologists who study long-term dynamics of forests and the implications
of global change for these systems are facing has two facets: (1) ‘How much phys-
iology and detail is required in gap models?’; and, just as important, (2) ‘How
much physiology and detail is feasible in gap models?’. The papers by Norby et al.
(2001), Wullschleger et al. (2001), Price et al. (2001) and Keane et al. (2001) focus
on these topics in much more detail.

5.2. ON THE BALANCE BETWEEN PROCESSES

Ecophysiology is mainly concerned with quantifying the effects of environmental
factors on growth performance (e.g., Larcher, 1995), and much less on the impli-
cations of environmental factors for mortality and recruitment. Gap models that
include physiological considerations at a high level of detail do so mainly with
respect to growth processes. As a matter of fact, the mortality and recruitment for-
mulations of ‘mechanistic’ gap models such as HYBRID are not significantly more
sophisticated than their ‘traditional’ counterparts, and in some respects they are
even coarser than what was conceptualized in JABOWA. Similarly, during several
years of model development for 4C (Bugmann et al., 1997), a fairly sophisticated
growth submodel has been produced, whereas recuitment and mortality processes
are still treated fairly superficially.

The emphasis that is placed on tree growth in the more mechanistic gap mod-
els relative to the effort that goes into the modeling of mortality and recruitment
certainly reflects our knowledge about the different processes. In other words, we
emphasize and model what we know best. It is not obvious, however, that this
emphasis reflects the real sensitivity of forest structure and composition to global
change. It could well be that the major impacts of global change on long-term
processes in forests are mediated though mortality and recruitment instead of tree
growth. To a certain extent, mortality is a function of tree growth, but knowing
the growth performance of a tree alone is insufficient to predict its mortality prob-
ability. Thus, research on recruitment and mortality processes of forest trees is a
high priority area for further research that is indispensable if we are to increase our
predictive understanding of long-term forest dynamics.

5.3. ‘VALIDATION’ OF FOREST GAP MODELS

There is no theory available for evaluating the validity of a model’s predictions
from its structure, and the same applies for the validity of a formulation of a spe-
cific process and the interactions between the different processes that are modeled.
Quantitative methods for model ‘validation’ (although I would prefer the term
‘evaluation’; Oreskes et al., 1994) are needed in addition to theoretical evaluations
of models and model formulations (cf. Shugart, 1984, 1998).
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At first sight, it may seem obvious that the behavior of models of long-term
forest dynamics should be tested against time series data of biological observations.
However, due to the scarcity of data sets on long-term changes of forest biomass,
species composition, and size structure, the bulk of gap model evaluation efforts
have focused on comparing model simulations against measured (or hypothesized,
see below) data that refer to a single point in time. Therefore, I divide the discussion
of model validation issues into those evaluation methods that deal with a single
point in time, and those that deal with time series data.

5.3.1. Single-Point Approaches
When measured data are being used that refer to a specific sampling point in time
and space, it is necessary to know the age of the stand to compare data from
an appropriate point in time of the simulation with measured data. Alternatively,
the assumption can be made that the measured data are from an ‘equilibrium’
ecosystem so that the empirical data can be compared to the simulated equilibrium
values that result in the model after several centuries (e.g., Figure 14). Single-point
approaches that have been used to evaluate forest gap models include the following:

• Since these models often are used to simulate succession in the absence of
management regimes, it is a natural step to compare their projections in the
equilibrium state between vegetation and climate with expert assessments on
what constitutes the ‘potential natural vegetation’ (PNV) of an area (e.g.,
Küchler (1975) for North America, or Ellenberg (1986) for central Europe).
While this approach can be useful for determining whether the right species
are simulated to occur in a certain place, there are two major disadvantages
with the concept of the PNV: (1) although based on field data, the PNV is a
model construct itself, and the comparison thus essentially is a model-model
comparison, and not a model-data comparison; and (2) most descriptions
of the PNV are qualitative in nature and do not allow us to quantify the
species-specific proportions of biomass, basal area, or other variables that are
simulated by gap models; hence, the comparison is qualitative and, inevitably,
‘fuzzy’. However, as a first test of the plausbility of the simulation results,
comparisons to descriptions of the PNV are certainly useful, and there is
hardly a gap model application where the concept of the PNW was not used
to evaluate the ‘realism’ and ‘plausibility’ of model results.

• In some cases, measured DBH structure, species composition, or biomass has
been compared quantitatively to gap model output. This has been achieved
by using the estimated age of the stand to be simulated as a proxy for the
simulation year used for the model-data comparison. An implicit assumption
in this procedure is that the real stand originated from bare ground, which is
not necessarily the case. Other problems involved in this approach are (1) the
measured data usually are from small stands relative to the simulated average
in gap models (for example, 100 replicate plots of 1/12 ha each correspond to
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an area of 8.3 ha, a stand size not often sampled in the real world), raising the
question whether the measured data represent ‘average’ conditions; instead of
comparing the average simulation results to the measured data, it may be more
appropriate to evaluate the frequency distribution of the variables simulated
for many patches against measured data; (2) any real forest stand was subject
to a specific history in terms of weather events, natural disturbances, and most
often also management regimes, even if the current forest is unmanaged; the
simulated data, however, result from a random time series of weather (because
the measured weather records often do not cover the entire life span of the
stand), a random natural disturbance regime, and no human interventions.
This complicates model comparisons against measured data considerably.

Evidently, these approaches can be useful and may even be necessary, but they
are insufficient for a conclusive evaluation of the behavior of forest gap models.
Additional methods are required, and those that rely on time series of measured
data are especially powerful.

5.3.2. Time Series Approaches
At least three different sources of time series data have been used in the past to
evaluate process formulations in gap models or the successional behavior of the
models as a whole:

• Pollen data from mires and lakes have been used to evaluate model behavior
on the time scale of millennia. This approach was pioneered by Solomon et
al. (1980) and Solomon and Webb (1985), followed by several other authors
(e.g., Davis and Botkin, 1985; Lotter and Kienast, 1992; Lischke et al., 1998).
The advantage of the method is that it allows one to assess forest dynamics on
very long time scales, but pollen data usually have a low temporal resolution,
making it nearly impossible to determine the rates of change that occur on
time scales faster than ≈100 yr. Note also that palynological data yield the
relative frequency of pollen grains in a certain layer, whereas the simulation
results typically refer to basal area or biomass, and transfer functions between
the variables are uncertain.

• Tree rings represent a data source that is characterized by long records with
annual or even sub-annual resolution. Ring width corresponds directly to di-
ameter increment, the main state variable of many gap models, and thus is
well suited for evaluating the simulated growth patterns. Tree-ring chronolo-
gies can be derived from the simulated growth of several trees analogous
to dendrochronological procedures (e.g., growth trend removal). Only a few
studies have attempted to use tree-ring data for the evaluation of gap models
in the past (e.g., Keane et al., 1997; Bugmann and Pfister, 2000), and there
is a large potential for further exploration of this method. Because precise
input data are required for driving a gap model in this mode of application,
the comparison will not usually cover more than 100–150 years at best, but
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even such relatively short time series can be useful for evaluating simulated
patterns with respect to the interannual variability of growth as well as decadal
trends.

• Measured data from long-term forest trials extending over several decades to
≈100 yr have been used in a few approaches to estimate the initial state of
the forest model and simulate its development across time (e.g., Lindner et
al., 1997; Yaussy, 2000; Mäkelä et al., 2000). This is a potentially powerful
approach for testing the growth submodels at the stand level; the other sub-
models cannot usually be tested with such data because establishment in forest
trials is usually nil, and mortality is governed mainly by the thinning regime
that was applied (cf. Lindner et al., 1997). It is unfortunate that this method has
been exploited only marginally so far, which may be a consequence of the lim-
ited communication between the ecological research community, where the
gap models are developed, and forestry research, where the trial experiments
are maintained and documented.

While growth simulated at the tree and stand level can be tested from various angles
(e.g., using forest trial data and tree-ring records), this is more difficult with tree
mortality, where few approaches and experiences exist (cf. Pederson, 1998, 1999;
Villalba and Veblen, 1998), and it is very difficult to evaluate tree establishment
formulations; we are lacking both experience and reliable long-term data sets.

It is evident from the above considerations that there is a certain mismatch
between the resolution and wealth of output variables provided by gap models
and the availability and reliability of measured data. Hence, there is no single data
source available that can be used to evaluate gap models. Rather, we should strive
to combine several data sources for evaluating individual process formulations as
well as the overall successional patterns that are simulated. A careful combination
of sensitivity analyses, qualitative examinations of process formulations, and quan-
titative tests of gap models or selected submodels against various kinds of empirical
data can serve to evaluate the usefulness of these models for assessing the impacts
of global change on long-term forest dynamics, although it is impossible to devise
a single model test that could ‘validate’ or falsify a gap model. The complexity
of forest ecosystems is reflected to a certain extent in the much simpler, but still
complex gap models, which in turn require complex protocols and procedures for
model evaluation.

Lastly, the value of ecological models, including gap models, is not that they
would be able to ‘predict’ the future; rather, it is that they can help us to understand
processes and patterns in nature by allowing us to explore the consequences of a
set of explicitly (i.e., mathematically) stated assumptions that are too complex to
explore by other methods.

This does not imply that gap models could not be applied to study global change
issues (cf. Smith, 1996), or for informing the policy-making process. However,
the results of such modeling studies must not be taken at face value, but should
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always be interpreted with respect to the model assumptions and the uncertainties
in our knowledge. While this is true for all models, which represent deliberate
simplifications of reality, it is crucial for complex models that are built to study
long-term processes in complex ecosystems such as forests.
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